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 Your spaceship is an abstract representation of your strategy and the “engine” of your gameplay experience. Choose one of the
available spaceship designs at the start of the game and complete your ship with whatever upgrades you wish. The options for an

individual ship are limited by available parts and the number of “drives” the ship can carry. A ship may come with different
styles of hulls or wings to change the ship’s basic design and help you make unique strategic choices. Initially you start with a
large number of upgrades to choose from, but as you play you will earn and consume more and more parts for your spaceship.
With each purchase you can further customize your spaceship. However, it will be some time before you can truly make your
own spaceship and make your mark on Istrolid. There are two game modes and a number of game play options: Classic Game
Mode Classic Mode is the default game mode, where you build your spaceship from parts as you play to complete your goal of
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defeating all your enemies. The game ends when one player reaches 100 points or if the battle is lost. Survival Game Mode
Survival Mode is exactly what it sounds like. It’s a form of multiplayer multiplayer where your goal is to stay alive as long as
possible. Death means you lose your points. There are no objectives in Survival mode. Survival mode is designed for players

that enjoy the thrill of a quick death and like the adrenalin rush of the game. There is no time limit. You can play as long as you
like! Ranked Game Mode Ranked Game Mode is an 8 player mini-game with a set matchmaking system that eliminates the
frustration of playing against the same players over and over again. Each match is a short, 3 round game of ship destruction.
You will have to compete against others for victory. You are given a unique ranking on a global scale based on your score in

Ranked Match games. You’re going to start out with all of the standard parts for your ship, but you will slowly earn more parts
as you play the game. You will have to play to earn parts in the game so that you can earn the ability to make more powerful

parts. Parts At the start of the game you will have an equal number of parts as your opponents. The number of available parts is
increased by winning points. Each part costs credits to purchase. There are many different parts that you 520fdb1ae7
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